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ABSTRACT 

The stream runoff model developed by Mohseni and Stefan (1996) has a monthly 
time scale and is based on the water budget theory. Its function is to make mean monthly 
runoff projections under different climate scenarios. The model uses 6 climate variables, 
11 watershed and soil parameters, and 3 parameters related to both climate and runoff. 
Some of the parameters are measurable and, therefore, obtainable as model input. The 
model lumps all watershed and soil parameters both vertically and horizontally. A non
systematic calibration procedure gives different results, depending on the initial values 
chosen for some of the calibration parameters. The calibration parameters of the model 
are related to the two processes which are the most difficult to quantity and where the 
most information is required: direct runoff and snowmelt runoff. A systematic calibration 
procedure has been added to the original model to avoid inconsistencies in the results. 
The systematic calibration procedure is selected for the direct runoff parameters. For the 
snowmelt runoff, only some modifications in input are implemented. Base flow algorithm 
also required some changes in estimating the hydraulic conductivity of the storage below 
the root zone in order to better fit the water budget theory and Darcy's Law. 

For testing, the modified model is applied to two watersheds in two different 
climate regions, one in northern Minnesota and one in southwestern Oklahoma. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

To estimate the potential consequences of projected global warming due to an 
expected doubling of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere~ a deterministic monthly time scale 
stream runoff model was developed (Mohseni and Stefan 1996). Because of some 
inconsistencies in the model results) the original model was reviewed and parts were 
modified. In this study) the original stream runoff model is often referred to as the original 
model and the new model as the modified model. The modifications are applied to base 
flow) snowmelt and direct runoff. In the original model, the base flow moisture content 
did not explicitly satisfy the mass balance of groundwater. The hydraulic conductivity of 
the storage below the root zone was also not compatible with the application of Darcy's 
law. Therefore, in the modified model) these deficiencies are corrected with a more· 
rigorous algorithm. Also) based on a recent review of snow cover albedo (Fang and 
Stefan) 1996») a more reliable algorithm for estimating that parameter is included in the 
modified model. Most importantly, because the original calibration method used to 
estimate the direct runoff parameters relied upon subjective judgments) a systematic 
calibration for the direct runoff parameters was selected and applied to the modified 
model. 

In this report, the original stream runoff model is presented briefly. Then, the 
changes in base flow algorithm are discussed. Next, a brief description of the new method 
in estimating the snow cover albedo is presented. Finally, a systematic calibration 
procedure for the. direct runoff parameters is given and applied to two watersheds, one in 
Minnesota and one in Oklahoma. 
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2. REVIEW OF THE MONTHLY 
STREAM RUNOFF MODEL 

The monthly stream runoff model developed by Mohseni and Stefan (1996) was 
based on the water budget theory. According to the water budget theory, stream runoff 
is obtained from the following equation 

(1) 

where Qo is the stream runoff at the outlet of the watershed, P is precipitation, Et is 
evapotranspiration, AS is the total storage change in the watershed and Qi is the sum of 
inflows from the upstream watersheds. To estimate stream runoff, Qo is divided into four 
components: direct runoff, interflow, base flow and snowmelt runoff. Figure 1 displays 
the flow chart of the model. Following is a brief description of different components of 
the stream runoff model. 

Direct Runoff 

When there is rainfall, the model determines if there is any direct runoff. The 
condition for direct runoff comes from the comparison between the moisture deficit (with 
respect to the saturation content) of the uppermost layer of the surface soil with the 
average daily rainfall. If average daily rainfall exceeds the deficit, direct runoff will be 
estimated as the average excess daily rainfall in a month times the average number of rainy 
days which results in direct runoff. 

Interflow 

The portion of the monthly rainfall which does not become direct runoff, infiltrates 
into the root zone. A portion of the moisture in the root zone is lost due to 
evapotranspiration. Evapotranspiration is estimated using the Penman-Monteith equation 
that uses crop cover and moisture content as parameters. If the infiltration rate is larger 
than the evapotranspiration rate such that the moisture content in the root zone exceeds 
the field capacity, some of the infiltrated water appears again on the surface as interflow 
and contributes to the monthly stream runoff; the rest percolates into the storage below 
the root zone. Interflow is a function of the watershed physiographical characteristics, 
such as the area, total length of streams, average overland slope, and the hydraulic 
conductivity of the root zone. 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the water budget model (Mohseni and Stefan 1996). 



Base Flow 

Base flow is calculated the same way as interflow. The only difference is the time 
lag. Whatever percolates into the storage below the root zone (SBR), or the shallow 
aquifer, does not become runoff until the next time step (next month). 

Snowfall and Snowmelt 

The water budget model divides the monthly precipitation into rainfall and snowfall. 
The criterion is monthly air temperature. If monthly air temperature is below O°C the entire 
monthly precipitation is considered to be snowfall. If there is any snow on the ground, the 
model checks the condition for snowmelt. The condition for snowmelt is based on the 
comparison of monthly net radiation with a critical value of net radiation. If monthly net 
radiation is larger than the critical value, there will be snowmelt. Therefore, there may be 
snowmelt in months with temperatures below O°C if the net radiation is high enough. The 
snowmelt rate is a function of net radiation and the shading factor of the watershed. Shading 
factor is a function of the type of crop cover. For open areas, the shading factor is zero. For 
forested areas, it changes with the type of trees: deciduous or coniferous. 
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3. ADDITIONS To THE MONTHLY STREAM RUNOFF MODEL 

In applying the original model to different watersheds, some difficulties were 
evident in the selection of several parameters, Therefore, improvements in estimating 
these crucial parameters and new approaches in the analysis and formulation of the 
components of the stream runoff were supplied, 

3.1 Base Flow 

Base flow is water released from a subsurface flow often due to existence of a 
shallow aquifer in the watershed. Base flow lags behind precipitation much more than 
direct runoff in streams. In the original model, there is a one month lag between monthly 
precipitation and the contribution of the percolated portion of the precipitation to the 
stream runoff. In the formulation of the original model, if the root zone moisture content; 
after losses due to evapotranspiration, exceeds the field capacity, a portion of it will 
appear at the surface. The rest percolates into the shallow aquifer which is introduced as 
the storage below the root zone (SBR) in the stream runoff model. To calculate base 
flow, it is assumed that the horizontal subsurface flow follows Darcy's law 

dh 
q=¢v=-K -.

S dx 
(2) 

where q is the specific discharge, v is the seepage velocity, Ks is the saturation hydraulic 

conductivity of the storage below the root zone and dh is the piezom~tric head gradient. 
dx 

Estimating the piezometric head gradient is not an easy task. Therefore, it is assumed 
constant and set equal to the average overland slope of the watershed, So , which is a good 
approximation. Using the travel time for a water particle and substituting it into equation 
(2), the portion ofthe SBR which becomes runoffwill be 

(3) 

where Pwshd is the stream density of the watershed and At is the time step of the model. 
However, if the piezometric head gradient is kept constant, K.. must be adjusted for the 
unsaturated condition of the storage below the root zone. Therefore in the modified 
model, Ks in equation (3) is replaced by the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. For 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, a simplified equation was proposed by Brooks and 
Corey (1964): 
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(4) 

where K is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, () is the soil moisture content of SBR, 
BFC is the soil moisture content at field capacity and B is an index of the degree of 
uniformity of the pore sizes. With B taken as a very large number for soils with significant 
transmissivity, the power of the parenthesis approaches 3. Consequently, as () 
approaches saturation, ¢, hydraulic conductivity, K, approaches the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, Ks. Similarly, as () approaches the soil moisture content at field capacity, K 
approaches zero. As a result, base flow decreases to zero. Hence, base flow is 
considerably affected by the magnitude of the previous month's precipitation and actual 
evapotranspiration. 

In the modified model, SBR has a limit which is 

(5) 

where Dr is the depth of the storage below the root zone. This depth has a magnitude of 
1 to 2 meters. Since SBR could exceed saturation any excess will percolate into the deep 
aquifer and is a loss from the system. Therefore, conservation of mass is explicitly 
satisfied and losses from the system can be traced. 

3.2 Albedo Estimates For Snow Cover 

As was mentioned earlier, the snowmelt algorithm of the original model is a 
function of net radiation and a shading factor. In the original model, net radiation 
components (short wave, long wave and back radiation) were calculated separately which 
required extensive information about surface emissivity and reflectivity. To simplify the 
procedure in the modified model, the net radiation is calculated from (Shuttleworth 1993) 

(6) 

where St (MJ/m2) is the total incoming solar radiation at the surface, a (dimensionless) is 
the surface albedo, f (dimensionless) is the cloudiness factor, (J is the Stefan-Boltsman 
constant (4.903xl0-9 MJ m-2K 4 day-l ), Ta caC) is the air temperature and & (dimensionless) 
is the net emissivity between atmosphere and ground. & is obtained empirically from 
(Shuttleworth 1993) 

(7) 

where a. and h. are correlation coefficients taken as -0.34 and 0.14 for average conditions. 
The variable ed (kPa) in equation (7) is the vapor pressure ofthe air. 
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The relationship between net radiation and air temperature is obviously not linear. 
Using average monthly values of climate variables in equation (6), will not result in the 
average monthly value of net radiation. Therefore, daily values of total solar radiation, 
cloudiness factor, air temperature and dew point temperature are used to estimate monthly 
net radiation in the modified mode1. The above meteorological data from major weather 
stations are available in a daily format. 

In the original model, to estimate albedo with snow cover on the ground, only the 
two following simple conditions were considered: (1) For new snow more than 30 rom, 
albedo was set equal to 0.75 and (2) for old snowpack deeper than 50 mm, albedo was set 
equal to 0.50. For conditions other than those mentioned above, the average watershed 
albedo was taken for the snow cover, which is 0.16 for forested watersheds, 0.23 for 
grassland and agricultural watersheds and 0.30 for watersheds with bare soil. 

In the modified model, the simplistic approach is replaced by the results of the 
work done by Fang and Stefan (1996) .. For snow cover on the ground, three conditions 
are considered: (1) new snow with more than 30 mm height, (2) old snow with daily air 
temperature above ope, and (3) old snow with daily air temperature below 0 DC. For the 
first condition, the average albedo of the watershed is set equal to 0.80. The " . 
recommended values for new snow are 0.80-0.95 (Rosenberg et al. 1981). However, i11 ' . 
watersheds, the overland slopes and their orientations, depending on the latitude of the 
region, have significant effects on the average reflected short wave radiation (Gray and 
Male, 1981), therefore, a smaller value is taken for the albedo. 

For the other two conditions, the equations proposed by Fang and Stefan (1996) 
are modified for watersheds and used. 

a::: (0.85 - 0.050Ji) k 

a ::: (0,85 - 0.075Ji) k 

for ~ <o°c 
" . 

for 1'a > O°C 
(8) 

where t is the number of days after the last snowfall and k is a coefficient defined based on 
the type of the watershed. If it is a bare soil, grassland or agricultural watershed k is set 
equal to 0.85 and if it is forested k is set equal to 0.77-0.81 depending on the type of the 
forest: deciduous, coniferous or mixed. If the watershed has different crop covers, albedo 
will be averaged areally, 

Figure 2 shows mean observed (Kuehnast et al. 1982) and simulated snow depth in 
the Baptism River watershed. The observed snow depth was measured at Isabella, located 
at the north of the Baptism River watershed, where the precipitation data were obtained. 
The gauging station is operated manually with no heating, hence, the snow water 
equivalent (SWE) is not specified. Consequently, comparing the simulated results with 
the measurements is not easy. To have a rough evaluation of the results, the measured 
snow depth is converted to SWE by using the density profile shown in Figure 2. The 
density of settled snow is about 200-300 kglm3 (Gray and Prows 1993). In this 
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comparison, the average monthly density of snow is set equal to 300 kg/m3 for November 
and April, when Ta"'" O°C, and 200 kg/m3 for December to February, when Ta < -lO°C, and 
250 kg/m3 for March, when Ta < O°Cand Ta> -lOOC. The simulated snow cover is in 
good agreement with the data throughout winter. There is a difference in November and 
May where the model overestimates the snow depth. 

3.3 Calibration Procedure For Direct Runoff 

3.3.1 Concept 

In the formulation of the stream runoff model, direct runoff is related to three soil 
parameters (thickness, porosity and moisture content of the uppermost layer of the surface 
soil),. two average weather parameters (average number of rainy days of each month and 
average number of rainy days which results in runoff), . and a condition that compares the 
average intensity of a monthly rainfall with average monthly moisture deficit of the 
uppermost layer of the surface soil. Some of the variables mentioned earlier are 
accessible, such as the soil porosity, ¢, and average number of rainy days during a month, 
N. However, some variables such as the thickness of the uppermost layer of the surface 
soil, Ds , are difficult to specify. The average number of rainy days during a month which 
results in runoff, M, is also hard to estimate a priori. Hence, the direct runoff component 
of total runoff is a dubious component to estimate. In regions where direct runoff plays a 
major role in total runoff, it is very crucial to have a good estimate of Ds and of the 
monthly M values. Accordingly, a systematic calibration procedure is provided in the 
modified model to estimate the two parameters: the thickness of the uppermost layer of 
the surface soil and the average number of rainy days which results in runoff. 

The calibration procedure is based on minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE) 
between monthly simulated and observed surface runoff for the period of calibration. The 
results will be given in terms of monthly and mean monthly R2 which is defined as 

SSE 
n 
2 

(J' ob s 

(2) 

where n is the total number of months in the period of calibration and 12, for monthly and 
mean monthly, respectively. Similarly, (f !bs is the variance of the monthly observed 
runoff for the period of calibration and the variance of mean monthly observed runoff, 
respectively. Monthly R2 gives the overall accuracy of the model and mean monthly R2 
specifies how well the model simulates the averages over a period. Monthly R2s are 
calculated using individual monthly measured and simulated values. Mean monthly Its are 
calculated using the averages Over the period of calibration. Ifthe period ()f calibration is 
one year, then monthly R2 and mean monthly It are the same. 
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In the original model, direct runoff is a function of the moisture content of the 
previous month. Looking for the best combination of all monthly values of M is time 
consuming. Thus, a marching method through time will be an appropriate method to 
calibrate the M values. A difficulty arises for the first month of the year, where M of the 
month before is not optimized. Because direct runoff in winter is often small and only 
weakly dependent on the previous month, the calibration starts with January. The 
calibration procedure starts with a minimum value for Ds , which is 8 mm, and zero for the 
M values of all months. M of each month is incremented by 0.01 until SSE reaches a 
minimum. The optimumM of each month is obtained and then Ds is incremented by 2 mm 
and optimizing theM values starts over. The upper limit for Ds is 100 mm. The minimum 
SSE of all calibration rounds gives the optimum value for Ds and 12 monthly values of M. 

3.3.2 Case Study 

The calibration was done for the Baptism River watershed in northern Minnesota 
and for the Little Washita River watershed in southwestern Oklahoma. The watersheds 
are located in different climatic zones. The former is in a cold and humid region, and the 
latter in a warm and seasonally dry region. Figures 3 and 4 show the mean monthly runoff 
after calibration versus 19 years of data for the Baptism River watershed and 14 years of 
data for the Little Washita River watershed. The monthly R2s are 0.68 and 0.79, 
respectively. The mean monthly R2 are 0.99 and 0.94, respectively. Figure 3 shows that 
November runoff in the Baptism River is underestimated by the model. Accumulated 
snow was, also, overestimated in November (Figure 2). It shows that the variability of 
climate in the Baptism River watershed in November is such that our monthly time scale 
runoff model cannot simulate it well enough. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the mean monthly runoff components of the two watersheds. 
In the Baptism River, direct runoff is the major component of stream runoff for late 
spring, late summer and early fall. In the Little Washita River, direct runoff is evident in 
all months but January, August and November. Although the area and the mean annual 
precipitation of the two watersheds are very close (363 km2 and 769 mm/year for the 
Baptism River watershed and 511 km2 and 746 mm/year for the Little Washita River 
watershed), the mean annual runoffs of the two watersheds are an order of magnitude 
different (447 and 49 mm/year, respectively). Due to high rate of evapotranspiration in 
the Little Washita River watershed, soil moisture is in a very dry condition, therefore, 
direct runoff hardly occurs in August. It is noteworthy that if the calibration record length 
for the Little Washita River increases it is possible to have some direct runoff in August. 
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Simulated and observed mean monthly stream runoff in the Little 
Washita River, for the period 1966-79. 
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Figure 5. 
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Mean monthly components of simulated stream runoff in the 
Baptism River, for the period 1961 ~ 79. 
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Figure 6. Mean monthly components of simulated stream runoff in the Little 
Washita River, for the period 1966-79. 
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Monthly variations of stream runoff from the two watersheds are shown in Figures 
7 and 8. For the Baptism River watershed, variations in May, June and October runoff are 
well predicted in comparison to the variations of the observed runoff. The variations of 
simulated runoff in July, August and September are smaller than the observed ones. The 
results are even better for the Little Washita River. The months in which the variations 
are significantly different are August, September and October. Part of the difference 
might be due to the soil moisture and evapotranspiration formulation of the model. The 
model is lumping the soil characteristics both horizontally and vertically in a monthly time 
step. Inevitably, there will be significant deviations from the observed runoff. The effects 
of the soil parameters on stream runoff are always manifested in mid-summer. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the variations of the simulated water budget components, 
except precipitation, of the two watersheds. The largest variations in the Little Washita 
watershed precipitation oCcur in May and July. In May, the variations of 
evapotranspiration and the soil moisture content of the root zone are small; they reach 
their maxima in July. 

For a monthly time scale model which is essentially targeting the mean monthly 
stream runoff, the results of the method of calibration are trustworthy. Such dependable 
results were obtained because the data records of the two watersheds were long enough. 
To investigate the effect of the record length· on the calibration parameters, the Baptism 
River stream runoff was calibrated for record lengths of 1,2, 5, 10, 20 and 30 years. The 
results showed that the thickness of the uppermost layer of the surface soil changed 
between 8 to 12 mm as the data record length varied from 1 to 30 years. Values for 
average number of rainy days of each month which results in runoff, M, as a function of 
calibration record length are given in Figure 11. The average number of rainy days of 
each month, N, is an upper limit for M. The results for 20 and 30 year periods of 
calibration are very similar so that a 20 year period can be considered an appropriate 
calibration period. Unfortunately, many watersheds do not have 20 continuous years of 
measured stream runoff. Therefore, shorter record lengths must become the focus of our 
attention. 

To illustrate the sensitivity of the calibration parameters for these months, the 30 
year mean monthly runoff are simulated and shown in Figure 12. The mean monthly 
observed runoff for the 30 year period is also shown for reference. For the summer and 
fall months (June to October), the 1 and 2 year calibration periods give mean monthly 
runoffs substantially below other periods. The 5 and 10 year calibration periods are 
considerably close to each other but significantly below 20 year period for July and 
September. It is obvious that 1 and 2 year periods of model calibration are too short to 
simulate the 30 year stream runoff in the Baptism River. With 5 and 10 year periods of 
calibration the 30 year runoffis simulated with some accuracy, but the September runoff is 
underestimated and the August runoff is overestimated. Therefore, record lengths of 20 
and 30 years were necessary for appropriate model calibration. 
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Figure 9. Mean monthly components of water budget in the Baptism River 
watershed for the period 1961-1979. Bars designate mean monthly 
variations about the mean. 
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Mean monthly components of the water budget in the Little Washita 
River watershed for the period 1966-1979. Bars designate mean 
monthly variations about the mean. 
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Figure 11. Monthly number of rainy days which results in runoff for different 
record lengths of calibration in the Baptism River watershed. The X s 
represent the mean monthly number of rainy days. 
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Figure 12. Mean monthly observed and simulated stream runoff in the Baptism 
River, for the period 1961 ~ 1990. The simulated runoffs are obtained 
using different record lengths for the calibration process. 
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Figure 13 displays the R2 and mean annual simulated and observed runoff for 
different lengths of the calibration record. As the record length of calibration increases 
monthly R2 decreases to take all the variations into account, and mean monthly R2 
increases because it is averaged out. The mean monthly R2s for record lengths above 5 
years are all above 0.9. For the 1 year record R2 is also close to 0.9 because each month 
has only one data point for optimizing the values of the direct runoff parameters. 
However, the annual simulated runoff is 25% more than the annual observed runoff for the 
1 and 2 year periods of calibration. For the 5 year period, the difference decreases to 10% 
and for 10 year and more the difference is 2 or 3%. 

Figure 14 shows the annual simulated runoff and monthly and mean monthly R2 
values for different record lengths of calibration. The monthly and mean monthly R2 for 
the 1 and 2 year periods are small in comparison to other periods of calibration and the 
mean annual simulated runoff, which is about 20% less than the mean annual observed 
runoff. For the 5 year record length of calibration, the monthly and mean monthly R2s are 
higher (0.59 for monthly R2 and 0.96 for mean monthly R2 ) and the mean annual 
simulated runoff is only 8% less than the observed runoff. For calibration periods of 20 
and 30 years, the mean monthly R2 is 0.99 and the mean annual runoff is within 2% ofthe 
observed value. 

If a 5 year record length seems adequate for simulating stream runoff for the 
Baptism River watershed, then it must be investigated if any 5 year period can accomplish 
the task equally well. To do so, the period 1961-90 was divided into 6 periods of 5 years 
each. Figure 15 shows the monthly values of M for each period. There is a wide range of 
M values. The results are of same order of magnitude but not very compatible. Figure 16 
shows the R2 and mean annual simulated and observed runoff for each period of 
calibration. The mean annual runoff is simulated well with the period of 1976-80 as the 
best (no difference between mean annual simulated and observed runoff) and the period of 
1961-65 as the poorest (with 10% difference). The mean monthly R2 ·of all periods are 
above 0.85 except the period 1986-90. The period 1986-90 contains some extreme 
events, due to the 1988 drought in Minnesota. These events influence the calibration 
parameters. In Figure 16, the mean annual precipitation for each period is also plotted. 
The lowest mean annual precipitation occurred in 1986-90. 

In applying the coefficient M from different periods of calibration to the entire 30 
year period 1961-1990, the differences among the periods of calibration become more 
apparent. Figure 17 displays the resulting mean annual runoff and the R2. The difference 
between the mean annual simulated and observed runoff does not exceed 8%, with the 
period 1976-80 as the best representative of the entire 30 year period. The monthly R2 
values of all the periods of calibration are above 0.95 except for the period 1976-80. Even 
the calibration results of the period 1986-90 represent the mean monthly stream runoff of 
the watershed with good accuracy. It is noteworthy that the calibrated M values from the 
period 1976-80 with a good monthly and mean monthly R2 for the period of calibration 
cannot represent the average behavior of the watershed over 30 years, whereas those from 
the period 1986-90, containing an extreme event in 1988 can perform a better job. Figure 
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15 showed that the M values of this period were very different from other periods, at least 
during four months of the year (April, May, June and September). The high R2 of the 
period 1976~80, for the period of calibration, is due to homogeneity of monthly stream 
runoff within the period. 

It is obvious that the use of a 5 year period of data for calibration can give 
calibration parameters with some deficiencies. If 10 or more years of continuous in 
measured data are available, it is recommended to use them for calibration. A 20 or 30 
year record will give the best results. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the annual observed (Qo) and simulated (Q.) stream 
runoff and monthly and mean monthly Rl of different record lengths of 
calibration in the Baptism River watershed. P stands for precipitation. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of mean annual simulated stream runoff (Qs) and monthly 
and mean monthly R2, for the period 1961-1990, using different record 
lengths of calibration. 
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4. SUMMARY 

The physically based monthly time scale stream runoff model developed by 
Mohseni and Stefan (1996) was modified. The modifications are applied to base flo:w, 
snow cover albedo and the calibration procedure of the direct runoff parameters. In 
general, the model inputs are: 6 climate variables for each time step, monthly crop 
consumptive coefficients, mean monthly number of rainy days, 4 watershed parameters, 4 
soil parameters and 4 calibration parameters. The calibration parameters are related to 
direct runoff and snowmelt runoff. 

In the modified model, base flow is a function of unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity of the storage below the root zone. Albedo of the snow cover is estimated 
on a daily basis, based on the age of snow (Fang and Stefan, 1996). The two parameters 
related to direct runoff, which are the thickness of the uppermost layer of the surface soil 
and the monthly number of rainy days which results in direct runoff, M, are calibrated by a 
method of marching through time. 

The model was applied to two watersheds in two different climate zones. One is 
located in the temperate zone with a cold and humid climate in northern Minnesota, and 
the other is located in a warm and seasonally dry climate in southwestern Oklahoma. The 
mean monthly R2 of the two watersheds, with 19 and 14 years of calibration, were 0.99 
and 0.94, respectively. The minimum record length for calibration 'was also investigated 
and determined that if there are continuous stream data available, it is recommended to 
use periods longer than 5 years. 

The results show that the model is successfully capable to simulate monthly stream 
runoff in seasonally dry regions where annual stream runoff is less than 8% of the annual 
precipitation. Also, the model can simulate monthly stream runoff in forested watersheds 
in cold regions where snowmelt has a major contribution to stream runoff. However, 
further studies must be done on the snowmelt algorithm and its efficacy on agricultural 
watersheds in cold regions. Also, because the model is a lumped parameter model, further 
studies are required to determine the size limit of the watersheds for which runoff can be 
modeled. 
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ApPENDIX A: THE MODIFIED MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

The computer programs to simulate monthly stream runoff of a watershed are 
REV ARDNE.C and MO~PARRM.C. Both were written in the C programming language. 
REV ARDNE. C provides the monthly climate variables such as air temperature, dew point 
temperature, net radiation, wind velocity and precipitation from daily values such as air 
temperature, dew point temperature, total direct and diffuse solar radiation, percentage of 
cloud cover, wind velocity, rainfall and snowfall. MO~P ARRM.C is the modified model 
which reads four data files related to the physiographical properties of the watershed, crop 
consumptive coefficients, average number of rainy days of each month and observed 
stream runoff. MO~PARRM.C also reads the meteorological output file of 
REVARDNE.C. 
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REVRADNE.C october 20, 1996 

/* This code is a progress in comparison to "radiatne.c" 
mainly because of the way it deals with the albedo 
in the program. It specifies the type of the watershed 
the percentage of the forest and it specifies the 
albedo using the regressive exponential function 
proposed by D. G. Baker (1990) and modified by Fang 
(1996) • 

This is a code to read the daily meteorological 
output file from IICDSAMSON", and convert them to 
three type of files of your choice: 1) monthly 
variables of air temperature (C), dew point 
temperature (C), net radiation (W/m2), accumulated 
wind velocity (m/s), daily w.ind velocity averaged 
over the month (m/s) and montbly precipitat.ion (rom); 
2) same as above but without net radiation and 
accumulated wind velocity; 3) mean monthly values 
of the aforement.ioned variables. The average albedo 
of the watershed must be provided, too, for the net 
radiation calculations. For winter the albedo is 
calculated based on an algorithm related to snow 
cover (line 133). 

Also, if the monthly air temperature and precipitat.ion 
is corrected, using a gaUge network within the watershed 
the correct.ion can be taken into account, too.*/ 

#inc1ude<stdio.h> 
#inc1ude<math.h> 
#inc1ude<std1ib.h> 
#include <conio.h> 

main() 
{ 
char F1 [50) ,F2 [50) ,F3 [50) ,F4 [50) ; 
int mon,day,year,i,count,N,j,t,NC; 
float Ta,Td,U1,U,Um,dir,St,sun,cloud,P,rain,sno,Sn,Tam r Ln,sigmai 
float x,Tdm,ed,Hn,Ua,alpha,albedo,oldsn,k,dum,forst,pastr,barsol; 
float T1[12]={0}; 
float T2[12]={O}; 
float H [12] = {O} ; 
float U2 [12)::: {OJ ; 
float Pr [12] = {OJ ; 
FILE *cr,*rr,*tf,*lr,*prel 

puts(lIWhat type of output files do you want? Choose a number.\n ll 

III = monthly values of 6 variables; 2 = monthly values of\nll 
"4 variables; 3 ::: mean monthly values of 5 variables;\n ll 
"4 ::: no. 1 and 3 together; 5 = no. 2 and 3 together.\n"}; 

scanf (lI%d ll , &N) ; 
if (N<:::3) j=1; 
else j:::2; 
printf("\n\nPlease, enter the input and the %d output file names.\nll,j); 
switch (N) { 

case 1: 
scanf("%s%s",F1,F2) ; 
cr=fopen(F1,lIr") ; 
rr=fopen(F2, "w ll ); /* Monthly 6 var. */ 
fprintf(rr,"\t\t\t Ta \t Td \t\t Hn \t\t U \t\t Ua \t P\n ll }; 
break; 

case 2: 
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tt: 

scanf("%s%s",F1,F2) ; 
cr=fopen(F1,"r") ; 
lr=fopen (F2, "w") ; 
fprintf(lr,"\t\t Ta \t 
break i 

case 3: 
scanf("%s%s",Fl,F3) ; 
cr=fopen(F1,"r") ; 

October 20, 1996 

/* Monthly 4 var. */ 
Td \t Ua \t P\n") i 

tf=fopen(F3, "w"); /* Mean monthly 5 var. */ 
fprintf(tf,"\t\t\t Ta \t Td \t\t Hn \t Ua \t P\n"); 
break i 

case 4: 
scanf("%s%s%s",F1,F2,F3) ; 
cr=fopen(F1,"r") ; 
rr=fopen(F2,"w") i 
fprintf(rr,"\t\t\t Ta \t Td \t\t Hn \t\t U \t\t Ua \t P\n"); 
tf=fopen(F3,"w") ; 
fprintf(tf,"\t\t Ta \t Td \t\t Hn \t Ua \t P\n"); 
break; 

case 5: 
scanf("%s%s%s",F1,F2,F3); 
cr=fopen(F1,"r") ; 
lr=fopen (F2, "w") ; 
fprintf(lr, "\t\t Ta \t Td \t Ua \t P\n"); 
tf=fopen (F3, "w") ; 
fprintf(tf,"\t\t Ta \t Td \t\t Hn \t Ua \t P\n"); 
break; 

default: 
printf ("Wrong number! Rerun the program!") ; 
exi t (0) ; 

puts("Do you need to correct for precipitation?(y/n)"}; 
if (getch()=='y') 

{ 
NC=l; 
puts("What is the file name for correct precipitation data?"); 
scanf("%s",F4} ; 
pre=fopen(F4,"r"} ; 
} 

else 
{ 
puts (IINo need to correct precipitation. Are you sure?(y/n}")i 
if (getch() !='y') qoto tt; 
} 
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puts("Please, specify the three fractions of Forest,Pasture and Agricultural, \n" 
"and Bare soil open plot of the watershed?"); 

scanf("%f%f%f",&forst,&pastr,&barsol}; 
albedo=0.16*forst+0.23*pastr+0.30*barsol; 

if (forst>O) 
{ 

puts("What type of forest (deciduous=l, coniferous=2, mixed=3)and\n" 
"what fraction of the watrshed is forested?"); 

scanf("%d%f",&count.&k); 
swi tch ( coun t) 

{ 
case 1: 

k=k*0.3+0.15; 
break; 

case 2: 
k=k*0.5+0.15; 
break; 

case 3: 
k=k*0.4+0.15; 



REVRADNE.C October 20, 1996 

break i 

k~k*forst+0.15*(pastr+barsol) i /* Snow cover albedo dimini$hing factor */ 

sigma~4.903e-9i 
Tdm~OiHn~OiUm=OiTam=OiP=O;oldsn=Oicount=Oit~Oi 

while (!feof(er)) 
{ 

fscanf(cr,"%d%d%d",&mon,&day,&year) ; 
if(feof(cr)) break; 
for (i=lii<=day;i++) 
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{ 
fseanf(cr,l%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f",&Ta,&Td,&Ul,&dir,&St,&Sun,&cloud,&rain,&sno) i 
Ta=0.5555*(Ta-32) i 
Td=0.5555*(Td-32) i 

Tdm+=Td; 
Tam+:=Ta; 
ed=O.611*exp(17.27*Td/(237.3+Td)) ; 

/* Defining the albedo based on the snow cover */ 

alpha=albedoi 
if (sno>30) alpha=0.80; 
else 

if (oldsn>3 0) 
{ 
if (Ta<O) alpha=(85-5*pow(t,O.5))*(1-k)/100i 
else alpha=(85-7.5*pow(t,O.5))*(1-k)/100i 
} 

Sn=0.041855*St*(1-alpha)i 

x=0.34-0.14*sqrt(ed) ; 
Ln=eloud*x*sigma*pow(Ta+273.2,4)/100i 
Hn+=Sn-Lni 
U=0.334*Uli 
Um+=Ui 
P+=rain*0.254+sno/10i 
if (sno>O) t=l; 
else t++; 
if (Ta<O) oldsn+=sno; 
if (Ta>5) oldsn=Oi 
} 

if (NC==l) fscanf (pre, l%f%f",&dum,&P) ; 
Tdm=Tdm/ (floa t ) day; . 
Tam=Tam/(float)daYi 
Ua=Um/(float)day; 
if (Hn<O) Hn=O i 
if (monc:=l) 

{ 
if (N==l I I N==4) 

fprintf (rr, "%4d%8 .If%8 .If%8. Of%8. Of%8 .1f%8 .1f\n", year, Tam, Tdm, Hn, Um, Ua, P) i 
if (N==2 I I N==5) 

fprintf (lr, "%4d%8 .If%8 .1£%8 .1£%8 .1f\n" , year, Tam, Tdm, Ua, P) ; 

else 
{ 

if (N==l I I N==4) 
fprintf(rr,"%4d%8.1f%8.1f%8.0f%8.0f%8.1f%8.1f\n ll ,mon,Tam,Tdm,Hn,Um,Ua,P); 
if (N==2 I I N==5) 

fprintf(lr,I%4d%8.1f%8.1f%8.1f%8.1f\n",mon,Tam,Tdm,Ua, P); 
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} 

if (N)2) 
{ 
T1[mon-l]+=Tami 
T2[mon-l]+=Tdm; 
H[mon-l]+=Hni 
U2[mon-l]+=Uai 
Pr[mon-l]+=Pi 
count++i 
} 

Tam=OiTdm=OiHn=OiUm=O;P=Oi 
} 

if (N)2) 
{ 
count=count/12; 
for(i=0;i<12;i++) 

{ 
Tl[i]/=count; 
T2[i]/=count; 
H[i]/=count; 
U2[i]/=count; 
Pr[i]/=counti 

October 20, 1996 Page 4 

fprintf (tf, "%6d%7 .If%7 .If%7. Of%7 .If%7 .If\n'', i+l, Tl [i] ,T2 [iJ ,H [iJ , U2 [i] , Pr [i]) i 
} 

return 0 i 



MO-PARRM.C 

.. ' 

/* 

*/ 

October 20, 1996 

********************** WATERSHED RU,NOFF ESTIUATE ******************* 
************* With no $ubwater$hea$, Monthly Time $cale ************ 
********************** For $mall water$hea$(1000RM2) **************** 
********************************************************************** 

#inolude <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <conio.h> 

float Etl~Ssm(float,float,float)i 
void Ev~Parameter(float,float,float,float *,float *,float *,float *,float *) i 
void Evptanspion(float,float,float,float,float,float,float,float,float, 

float,float,float [J ,float,float,int,float *,float *); 
float Soilmoisture(float,float,float,float,float,float); 
float Directrunoff(int,float,float,float,float,float [J ,int[]); 
void StorBlRoot(float,float *,float,float *,float,float,float); 
void Snowmelt(float *,float,float,float,float,float,float,float *,float, 

main () 
{ 

float *,float); . 

ollar FO [60] ,Fl [60] ,F2 [60] ,F3 [60] ,F4 [60] ,F5 [60] ,F6 [60] ,F7 [60J ,FS [60] ,F9 [60] , 
m1 [10] ,m2 [10) ,m3 [10) ,m4 [10] ,m5 (10) ,m6 [10] ; 

float 

int 
FILE 

Ta,Td,Hn,U,Ua,P, 
Tai,Ta1,Tcr,Hncr,Rain, 
Tam[12]={0),AnnP,monP[12]={O},varP[12)={0}, 
Es,Et,Ett,PE,monPE[12)={0},varPE[12]={0},monE[12]={0),varE[12]={0}, 
Ds,Dso,Dr,K,Saf,pwp,Ssm,Ssmn,phi,h3,SBR,SBRi,monSm[12)={O), 
varSm[12]e{0),monSBR[12]={0},varSBR[121={O}, 
Qd,Gi,I,Qos,Qost,Qoo,Qoot,Qmms(12)={O},Qmmo[12]={O},Qmax[12] ,Qm[12), 
varQos[121={0},varQo[12)={O},monQd[12)={O),v~rQd[12)={0),monGi[12)={0}, 
varGi[12]={O),monI[121={O},varI[121={0}, 
snow,snowi,monsn[12]={O),varsn[12]={0},Qs,monQs[12]={O},varQs[12]={O), 
fcov,Msh, crop [12] ,beta,Ls,Saveo,Area, 
dif,r2,r2max,var,SEE,COV,ratio,M[12],Mffiax[12] ,Cmax[.:)..2] ,R2,R2max,J; 
k,i,j,mon,year,freq[12] ,count, counter,PS,NOUF, S!M; 
*datfil,*phy,*fre,*phen,*str,*metr,*res,*cal,*out1,*out2,*out3; 

printf("Are you interested in forcasting(f) or just simulations(s)?\n\n"); 
if(getch()=e'f') SIM=Oi 
if (SIM==O) 

{ 
NOUF=2; 
goto fff; 
) 
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printf("How many output files you would like to have? 3, for calibration and\n" 
"application; 2, only for application; 1, only for calibration.\n\n"); 

scanf("%d ll ,&NOUF); 
fff: 
printf("Please, enter the name of the file oontaining the names of the 5 input" 

II files,\n one calibration coefficient file and %d output files as follow" 
fling: \n\nl. Physiographic input file;\n2. Rainfall frequency input file;" 
"\n3. Phenological input file;\n4. Stream data input file;\n5. Meterologi" 
"eal input file;\n",NOUF); 

awi toh (NOUF) 
{ 

case 1: 
/* LOOP 1 */ 

printf("6. Monthly runoff and fitted parameters output file;\n7. Calibration" 
" coefficients file;\n"); 
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break; 
case 2: 

October 20, 1996 

printf("6. Calibration coefficients file;\n7. Monthly stream runoff output f" 
"ilei\n8. Mean monthly water budget components output file.\n"); 

break; 
case 3: 

printf("6. Monthly runoff and fitted parameters output file;\n7. Calibration" 
" coefficients file;\n8. Monthly stream runoff output file;\n9. Mean m" 
"onthly water budget components output file.\n"); 

scanf("%s",FO)i 
datfil=fopen(FO,"r")i 
swi tch (NOUF) 

{ 
case 1: 

fscanf(datfil,"%s%s%s%s%s%s%s",Fl,F2,F3,F4,FS,F6,F9); 

/* LOOP 1 */ 

/* LOOP 2 */ 

outl=fopen(F6, "w,,) i /* Fresult*.dat the output file for final results */ 
break; 

case 2: 
fscanf (datfil, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s",Fl,F2,F3,F4,FS,F9,F7, FB) i 
out2=fopen(F7,"w")i /* runof*.dat the output file for monthly data */ 
out3=fopen(F8, "w") i /* mrunof*;dat the output file for mean monthly data */ 
break i 

case 3: 
fscanf (datfil, "%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s",Fl,F2,F3,F4,FS,F6,F9 ,F7,F8); 
outl=fopen(F6, "w"); /* Fresult*.dat the output file for final results */ 
out2=fopen(F7, "w") i /* runof*.dat the output file for monthly data */ 
out3=fopen(F8, "w") i /* mrunof*.dat the output file for mean monthly data */ 
} /* LOOP 2 */ 

if(NOUF==l I I NOUF==3) 
res=fopen("c:\\omid\\oldwater\\result.dat","w")i 

phy=fopen(Fl, "r") i /* physiog*.dat for surface soil characteristics */ 
fre=fopen(F2, "r"); /* *fr.dat for raifall frequency data */ 
phen=fopen(F3, "r"); /* phenolo*.dat for the phenology of the watershed */ 
str=fopen(F4, "r"); /* stream*.dat for stream data to compare the model with */ 
metr=fopen(FS, "r"); /* rad*.dat for meteorological data */ 

puts ("Now, are your files ready?(y for yes)\n"); 
if (getch () ! = I Y I) exi t (0) ; 

fscanf(phy,"%f%f%f" 
"%f%f%f%f" 
"%f%f%f%f%f" 
"%f%f%f" , 
&Area,&Ls,&Saveo, 
&fcov,&Msh,&Hncr,&Tcr, 
&phi,&Saf,&pwp,&K,&Dr, 
&Tai,&SBRi,&snowi); 

beta=1440*Ls*K*Saveo/(Area*phi); 

if (Saf<=150) 
h3=3.5; 

else 
if (Saf<260) 

h3=3.0; 
else 

if (Saf<300) 
h3=2.S; 

else 
h3=1. 9; 

for (i=0;i<12;i++) 
{ /* LOOP 3 */ 
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fsoanf(phen,lI%f ll ,&orop[i]) i 
fsoanf(fre,"%d%d",&mon,&freq:[i]) ; 
) 

if (NOUF==2) goto Appl; 

puts (IIPlease, enter the number of years for oalibrations"); 
soanf("%d",&PS) ; 

'PS*=12 ; 

oount=O;Qoot=O;var=O;AnnP=O; 
fsoanf(metr,"%s%s%s%s%s%s",ml,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6) ; 

while (Ifeof(str» 

1* LOOP 3 *1 

{ 1* LOOP 4 *1 
count++; 
if (count>PS) b~eak; 
fscanf(str,lI%d%f",&mon,&Qoo) ; 
fsoanf(metr,"%d%f%f%f%f%f%f",&mon,&Ta,&Td,&Hn,&U,&Ua,&P); 
if (mon>12) mon=l; 
Tam[mon-l]+=Ta; 
AnnP+=P; 
Qoot+=Qoo; 
Qmmo [mon-l] +=Qoo; 
} 1* LOOP 4 *1 

Qoot/=«float)oount-l) ; 
fo~(i=O;i<12;i++) Tam[iJ/=«float)oount-l); 
rewind (str) ; 
rewind (metr) ; 
count=O; 
while ( ! feof (str) ) 

{ 1* LOOP 5 *1 
count++; 
if (count>PS) b~eak; 

fscanf(str,lI%d%f ll ,&year,&Qoo) ; 
var+=pow(fabs(Qoo-Qoot) ,2); 
} 1* LOOP 5 *1 

var/= «float) count-l) ; 
rewind (str) i 

printf(lI\n\n") i 
counter=OiR2max=-10;Ds=0.008;R2=0; 

1* CALIBRATION PROCEDURE *1 
tt: 
counter++; 
if (counter>l) 

{ 1* LOOP 6 *1 
if (Ds>O. 2) 

{ 1* LOOP 6.1 *1 
puts("Ds has become too large and there is no convergence in the\n ll 

IIresults. You would better change other parameters."); 
exi t (0) ; 
} 1* LOOP 6.1 *1 

if (R2>=R2max) 
{ 1* LOOP 6.2 *1 
printf("\nR2=%7.3f\n ll ,R2) ; 
R2max=R2i 
Dso;:::Ds; 
fprintf(res,"\n Ds=%5.3f\n ll ,Ds); 
fo~(i=0;i<12;i++) 

{ 1* LOOP 6.2.1 *1 
fprintf(res,I%5.1f",Mmax[i]) ; 
Cmax[i]=Mmax[i] i 
Qm[i]=Qmax[i] i 
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} 
fprintf(res, "\tR2max=%7.3f\n",R2max) ; 
} 

else 
{ 
printf("\nR2=No improvement!\n"); 
if (counter>4) 

{ 
fprintf(res,"\n Ds=%5.3f\n",Dso); 
for(i=0;i<12;i++) 

fprintf(res,"%5.1f",Cmax[i]); 
fprintf(res,"%10.3f",R2max); 
goto ss; 
} 

else 
fprintf(res,"\n 

Ds+=.002; 

Ds=%5 . 3 f, No improvement!! \n" , Ds) ; 

/* LOOP 6.2.1 */ 

/* LOOP 6.2 */ 

/* LOOP 6.3 */ 

/* LOOP 6.3.1 */ 

/* LOOP 6.3.1 */ 

/* LOOP 6.3 */ 

} /* LOOP 6 */ 
printf("\nRound %d Ds=%5.3£ (m), R2max=%5.3f\n",counter,Ds,R2max); 

for(i=0;i<12;i++) 
count=O; 
r2max=-100; 

for (k=0;k<12;k++) 
{ 

Mmax[i] =0; 

printf("\tMonth being calibrated: %d\r",k+1); 
for (i=O;i<12;i++) M[i]=Mmax[i]; 

for (M[k]=O;M[k]<=freq[k] ;M[k]+=O.l) 
{ 
count++; 
printf("%d\r",count) ; 
fprintf(res, "\n") ; 
for(i=0;i<12;i++) 

{ 
Qmms[i]=O; 
fprintf (res, "%5 .1f",M [i]) ; 
} 

j=O;dif=O;Qost=O; 
snow=snowi;Ssm=Saf; 
SBR=SBRiiTa1=Taii 
fscanf(metr,"%s%s%s%s%s%s",m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6); 

/* RUNOFF MODEL STARTS FROM HERE */ 

do 
{ 

/* LOOP 7 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.1 * / 

/* LOOP 7.1.1 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.2 */ 
fscanf(str,"%d%f",&mon,&Qoo) ; 
fscanf(metr,"%d%f%f%f%f%f%f",&mon,&Ta,&Td,&Hn,&U,&Ua,& P) i 
if(feof(metr» break; 
if (mon>12) mon=li 

/* SNOWFALL */ 
if (Ta<=Tcr) snow+=P; 

/ * SNOWMELT RUNOFF * / 
Snowmelt(&snOw,Ta,Td,Hn,U,fcov,Msh,&Qs,Ta1,&Es,Hncr) ; 

/* NO SNOWFALL CONDITION •••• */ 
if (Ta>Tcr) 

{ 
Rain=P; 

/ * DIRECT RUNOFF * / 

/* LOOP 7.1.2.1 */ 
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Qd~Directrunoff(mon,phi,Ssm,Ds,Rain,M,freq) ; 
Evptanspion(Ta,Td,Hn,U,Ua,Rain,Ssm,Saf,pwp,h3,Es,crop,Ta1,Qd,mon, 

&Et, &PE) ; 
Ssmn~Soilmoisture(Ssm,Rain,Qd,Et,Saf,pwp) ; 

/* INTERFLOW */ 
I~«Rain-Qd) -Et-SSmn+Ssm)*betai 
if(I<O.O) 

{ 
I~O.Oi 

Et~(Rain-Qd) -Ssmn+SSmi 
} 

Ssm~SSmni 
} 

else 
{ 
PE~O; 

Et~O; 

Qd~Oi 

I~Oi 
} 

/* BASE FLOW */ 
StorBlRoot(I,&Gi,beta,&SBR,Saf,Dr,phi) ; 

/* TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF */ 
Qos~Qd+I+Gi+Qs i 

Qost+:=Qos; 
Qmms[mon-1]+~Qos; 

dif+~pow(fabs(Qoo-Qos) ,2); 
Ta1~Tai 

j++; 
}while (j<PS) ; 

dif/= (float) j i 
rewind(str) i 
rewind (metr) i 
Qost/~(float)ji 
ratio=fabs(l-Qost/Qoot) i 
r2=1-dif/var; 
SEE~sqrt (dif) i 
COV=SEE/Qoot; 
if (r2>=r2max) 

{ 
Mmax[k]=M[k] i 
if (Mmax[k] ==0 && Tam[k)>0 && freq[k) >5) Mmax[k) =1; 
if(Mmax[k»O && Tam[k]<0 && freq[k]<4) Mmax[k) =0; 
r2max=r2; 
for(i=0;i<12;i++) Qmax[i) =Qmms [i] i 
} 

fprintf(res,"\tdif.=%6.2f%10.4f",ratio,r2) ; 
} 

R2t:::r2max; 
go to t t i 
/* CALIBRATION ENDS HERE */ 

ss: 
cal=fopen (F9, "w") ; 
Qost=Oi 
for (i=Oii<12;i++) 

{ 
fprintf(cal,"%8.2f",Cmax[i)) i 
Qost+=Qm[i]/(float)j; 
} 

/* LOOP 7.1.2.1.1 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.2.1.1 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.2.1 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.2.2 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.2.2 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.2 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1.3 */ 

/* LOOP 7.1. 3 * / 

/~' LOOP 7.1 */ 
/* LOOP 7 */ 

/* LOOP 8 */ 

/* LOOP 8 */ 
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dif+=pow(fabs(Qoo-Qos) ,2); 
j ++ i 
}while (! feof (metr) ) ; 

fc1ose(out2) i 
out2=fopen(F7, lirn) ; 

J=j jvar=O; 
printf("\n\n%f",J) ; 
for(i=Oii<12;i++) 

{ 
Qoot+=Qmmo[i]/J; 
Qost+=Qmms[i]/J; 
Annp+=12*monP[i]/J; 
Qmms[i]=12*Qmms[i]/J; 
Qmmo[i]=12*Qmmo[i]/Ji 
monP[i]=12*monP[i]/J; 
monE[i]=12*monE[i]/J; 
monPE[i]=12*monPE[i]/J; 
monGi[i]=12*monGi[i]/Ji 
monI[i]=12*monI[i]/J; 
monQd[i]=12*monQd[i]/J; 
monQs[i]=12*monQs[i]/Ji 
monSBR[i]=12*monSBR[i]/Ji 
monSm[i]=12*monSm[i]/Ji 
monsn[i]=12*monsn[i]/Ji 
Tam[i)=12*Tam[i]/Ji 
} 

if{SIM!=O) ratio=Qost/QOoti 

for{i=Oii<12ii++) 
fscanf{out2,"%s",m1) i 

while ( ! feof (out2) ) 
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/* LOOP 10 */ 

/* LOOP 11 */ 

/* LOOP 11 */ 

{ /* LOOP 12 */ 
fscanf{out2,"%d%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f",&mon,&Qos,&Qoo,&P,&PE,&Et,&Ssm, 

&SBR,&snOw,&Qs,&Qd,&I,&Gi); 
Ssm=Ssm+pwpi 
if (mon>12) mon=li 
if{SIM!=O) 

{ 
var+=pow{fabs{Qoo-Qoot),2) i 
varQo[mon-1)+=12*pow(fabs(Qmmo[mon-1] -Qoo),2)/Ji 
} 

varQos[mon-1)+=12*pow(fabs(Qmms[mon-1] -Qos) ,2)/Ji 
varP[mon-1] +=12*pow(fabs {monP[mon-1] -P),2)/Ji 
varPE[mon-1] +=12*pow(fabs (monPE[mon-1) -PE),2)/Ji 
varE [mon-1] +=12*pow(fabs (monE[mon-1) -Et) ,2)/J; 
varSm[mon-1]+=12*pow(fabs{monSm[mon-1]-Ssm) ,2)/Ji 
varSBR[mon-1) +=12*pow(fabs (monSBR[mon-1] -SBR) ,2)/Ji 
varsn[mon-1] +=12*pow(fabs (monsn[mon-1} -snow) ,2)/Ji 
varQs[mon-1]+=12*pow(fabs(monQs[mon-1] -Qs),2)/J; 
varQd[mon-l]+=12*pow(fabs(monQd[mon-1] -Qd),2)/Ji 
varI [mon-1]+=12*pow(fabs (monI [mon-1) -I),2)/Ji 
varGi [mon-1] +=12*pow{fabs {monGi [mon-1] -Gi) ,2)/Ji 
} 

for{i=Oii<12ii++) 
{ 
varQos[i]=sqrt{varQos[i]) i 
if{SIM!=O) varQo[i}=sqrt{varQo[i}) i 
varp[i]=sqrt{varP[i]) i 
varPE[i]=sqrt{varPE[i) i 
varE[i]=sqrt{varE[i]) i 
varSm[i]=sqrt{varSm[i]) i 
varSBR[i)=sqrt(varSBR[i]) i 
varsn[i]=sqrt{varsn[i) i 
varQs[i]=sqrt{varQs[i) i 
varQd[i]=sqrt{varQd[i]) i 

/* LOOP 12 */ 

/* LOOP 13 */ 
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varI[i)~sqrt(varI[i)) ; 
varGi[i)~sqrt(varGi[i]) ; 
} 

if (SIM!:::::O) 
{ 
r2=1-dif/var; 
SEE=sqrt(dif/J) ; 
COV:::::SEE/Qoot; 

if (NOUF~:=3) 
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/* LOOP 13 */ 

{ /* LOOP 14 */ 
fprintf(out1,"\n\n\n") i 
fprintf(out1,"\nFINAL RESULTS FOR %2d YEARS OF SIMULATION:\n\n" 

"Annual Simulated Runoff%6.0f mm\nAnnual Observed Runoff%7.0f mm\n" 
"Annual Precipitation%9.0f mm\n\nMonthly R2=%-6.3f, Monthly SEE:::::%-S.lf" 
"mm, Monthly Coefficient of Variation~%-6.3f\n\n" 
,j/12,12*Qost,12*Qoot,AnnP,r2,SEE,COV) ; 

fprintf(outl,"\n\nMonth\tQ(sim)\tQ(obs)\tPrecip.\tAct E\t\tTam\n\n"); 
} /* LOOP 14 */ 

fprintf(out2,"\nFINAL RESULTS FOR %2d years:\n\nAnnual Simulated Runoff%6.0f" 
" mm\nAnnual Observed Runoff%7.0f mm\nAnnual Precipitation%9.0f mm\n\n" 
"Monthly R2=%-6.3f, Monthly SEE=%-S.lfmm,Monthly Coefficient of " 
II Variation:::::%- 6. 3f\n \n", j /12,12*Qost,12*Qoot, AnnP, r2, SEE, COV) ; 

dif=O;var=O; 
} 

for(i=0;i<12;i++) 
{ /* LOOP 15 */ 
dif+=pow(abs(Qmms[i) -Qmmo[i)) ,2); 
fprintf(out3,"%4d%7.1f%7.1f%7.1f%7.1£%7.0f%7.0f%7.1f%7.If%7.1f%7.1f%7.0f'' 

"%7. Of\n", i+l,Qmms [i) ,varQos [i] ,Qmmo [i) ,varQo [i) ,monP Ii] ,varP [i) , 
monPEliJ ,varPE[i),monE[i),varE[iJ ,monSm[i] -pwp,varSm[i)); 

if (NOUF=:::::3) 
fprintf (outl, "%Sd%7 . 2f%7 . 2f%9 .1£%9 .1£%9 .If\n", i+1, Qrnms [i) , Qmmo [i) , 

monP[il,monE[i] ,Tam[i)); 
/* LOOP 15 */ 

fprintf(out3,"\n\n\t\t SBR\t\t\t\tsnow\t\t\t\t\tQs\t\t\t\t Qd\t\t\t\tI" 
"\t\t\t\t\tGi\t\t\t\t\tTa\n") ; 

for(i=O;i<12;i++) 
{ 
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fprintf (out3, "%4d%7. Of%7. Of%8 .1£%8 .1£%7 .1£%7 .1£%7 .1£%7 .1£%7 .1£%7 .1£%7.lf" 
"%7.1f%8.1f\n",i+1,monSBR[i) ,varSBR[i) ,monsn[i) ,varsn[i] ,monQs[i) ,varQs[i), 
monQd[i] ,varQd[i) ,monI[il,varI[i) ,monGi[i] ,varGi[il ,Tam[il); 

if(SIM!=O) var+=pow(fabs(Qmmo[iJ -Qoot) ,2); 
} 

if (SIM!:::::O) 
{ 
r2:::::1-dif/var; 
SEE=sqrt(dif/11); 
COV=SEE/Qoot; 
fprintf (out3, "\nRatio of Q(sim)/Q(obs):=%6.3f\nMean Monthly R2=%6.3f\n" 

"Mean Monthly SEE=%S.lf mm\nMean Monthly Coefficient of Var.:::::%S.3fll 
,ratio,r2,SEE,COV) ; 

if (NOUF:=:=3) 
fprintf(outl,"\nMean Monthly R2=%6.3f\nMean Monthly SEE=%S.l£ mm\nMean" 

" Monthly Coefficient of var.=%S.3f ll ,r2,SEE,COV); 

ret: 
return 0; 
} 

/* *************Soil Moisture-Evapotranspiration Relationship************ */ 

float Et1_Ssm(float Ssm, float Saf, float h3) 
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float KS,A; 
A=pow(10, (6.25-3.8*pow(Ssm/Saf,h3)))/15000; 
if (h3>=3) 

{ 
if (A>O. 85) 

A=O.85; 

else 
{ 
if (h3>=2. 5) 

{ 
if (A>O. 8) 

A=0.8; 

else 
{ 
if (A>0.75) 

A=0.75; 

} 

KS=l-A; 
return KS; 
} 

/* ******************Evapotranspiration Calculation********************** */ 

void Evptanspion(float Ta,float Td,float Hn,float U,float Ua,float Rain, 

{ 

float Ssm, float Saf,float pwp,float h3,float Es,float crop[], 
float Tal,float Qd,int mon,float *Et,float *PE) 

float gammal,es,ed,DEL,lv,Hg,Erc,E,Etl,Et2,Ssml; 

Ev_Parameter(Ta,Tal,Td,&es,&ed,&DEL,&lv,&Hg) ; 

gammal=.067*(1+0.33*Ua) ; 
Erc=DEL* (Hn-Hg)/(lv*(DEL+gammal))+60.3*U* (es-ed)/((275+ Ta)*(DEL+gammal)); 
E=crop[mon-l]*Erci 
*PE=E-Es; 
if (*PE<O) *PE=O; 
Etl=*PE*Etl_Ssm(Ssm,Saf,h3) ; 
Ssml= (Rain-Qd) +Ssm-Etl; 
if (Ssml>Saf) Ssml=Saf; 
if (Ssml<pwp) Ssml=pwp; 
Et2=*PE*Etl_Ssm(Ssml,Saf,h3); 
*Et=(Et1+Et2)/2; 
return; 

/* *********************Soil Moisture Calculations*********************** */ 

float Soilmoisture(float Ssm, float Rain,float Qd,float Et,float Saf, 
float pwp) 

float Ssmn; 

Ssmn=Ssm+(Rain-Qd) -Et; 
if (Ssmn>Saf) Ssmn=Saf; 
if (Ssmn<pwp) Ssmn=pwp; 
return Ssmn; 

/* *********************Direct Runoff Calculations*********************** */ 

float Directrunoff(int mon,float phi,float Ssm, float Ds,float Rain,float M[], 
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\., 

{ 
int freq [] ) 

float F,gamma,Qd; 
F:=Ds*(phi-Ssm); 
if (freq[mon-1]:=:=O) gamma=O; 
else 

{ 

October 20, 1996 

if (Rain/(float)freq[mon-1]<=F) gamma=O; 
else 

gamma=l'Hmon- 1] * (Rain-F* (float) freq [mon-1ll / ( (float) freq [mon-1] *Rain) ; 
} 

Qd=gamma*Rain; 
return Qd; 

/* **********************Storage Below Root Zone************************* */ 

void StorE1Root(float l,float *Gi,float beta,float *SER,float Saf,float Dr, 
float Phi) 

float Max,Min, K; 

Max=phi*Dr; 
Min=Saf*Dr; 
K=beta*pow((*SER-Min)/(Max-Min) ,3) ; 
*Gi=K**SER; 
*SER=(l-beta)*l/beta-*Gi+*SBR; 
if (*SBR<Min) *SER=Mini 
if (*SBR>Max) *SBR=Max; 
return i 

/* ***********************Snow.melt Calculations************************** */ 

void Snowmelt(float *snow,float Ta,float Td,float Hn,float U,float fcov, 
float Msh,float *Qs,float Ta1,float *Es,float Hncr) 

float snow1,Qsi,Hg,es,ed,DEL,lv; 

Ev~Parameter(Ta,Ta1,Td,&es,&ed/&DEL,&lvl&Hg) i 
if(*snow>O && Hn>Hncr) 

{ 

Qsi=Hn*(1+fcov*(Msh-1»/0.33i 
snowl:=*snow-Qsi; 
if (snow1<0) 

{ 
Qsi=*snowi 
snow1=0; 
} 
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*Es=(1-fcov)*((DEL*(Hn-Hg)+O.431*(1+O.536*U)*(es-ed»/(DEL+O.067) -Qsi*0.33)/lv; 
if (*Es<O) *Es=O; 
*Qs=Qsi-*Es; 
if (*Qs<O) 

{ 

*Qs=O; 
*Es=Qsi; 
} 

* snow= snow1 ; 
} 

else 
{ 

*ES=Oi 
*QS=Oi 
} 
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/* ***********************Evaporation Parameters************************ */ 

void Ev_Parameter(float Ta,float Ta1,float Td,float *es,float *ed,float *DEL, 
float *lv,float *Hg) 

{ 
*es=0.611*exp(17.3*Ta/(Ta+237)); 
*ed=0.611*exp(17.3*Td/(Td+237)); 
*DEL=4098**es/pow«Ta+237),2) ; 
*lv=2.501-0.002361*Ta; 
*Hg=0.14*(Ta-Tal) ; 
} 
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